In 1987, James and Knuiman published their analysis of a comprehensive domestic water use study conducted in Perth, Western Australia to quantify the components of water usage in approximately 3,000 households. This manuscript corrects errors and omissions about James and Knuiman's study in the US EPA's Exposure Factors Handbook, and it shows James and Knuiman's results in a form and notation more readily used in Monte Carlo simulations.
Introduction
In 1987, James and Knuiman (1987) published their analysis of a comprehensive domestic water use study conducted in Perth, Western Australia to quantify the components of water usage in approximately 3,000 households for a 2-week period during the year July 1981 to June 1982. They used Bayesian methods to estimate the usage for each in-house water use activity for each house for each day of participation.
Their estimation procedure allowed for inaccuracies in the diary records and water flow measurements, and they incorporated prior information from a sample of approximately 150 houses into the distribution for certain rates and volumes. EPA, 1990; 1995; 1996) . For example, all editions of the EFH (1990; 1995; 1996) state that the "100.00 Cumulative frequency ( This paper recasts James and Knuiman's original LogNormal distribution in a parametric form more easily and efficiently used in deterministic and probabilistic exposure assessments.
Methods and Results
To present James and Knuiman's results in a form more familiar to exposure assessors, I modify their notation so that T s (min/d) is a LogNormal random variable expressed in this parameterization (Aitchison & Brown, 1957; Crow & Shimizu, 1988) : 
